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QUESTION 1

Which type of file can be backed up and used later to restore a PacketShaper configuration? 

A. sys.cfg 

B. basic.cfg 

C. cmd.csv 

D. config.ldi 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which steps will produce the data required to create an application-specific matching rule? 

A. Use class criteria track to enable tracking on a specific class and then use class criteria recent to see a list of recent
values for the class 

B. Use class criteria attributes to see attributes for a specific class and then use class criteria recent to see a list of
recent values for the class 

C. Use class criteria trade to enable tracking on a specific class and to see a list of recent values for the class 

D. Use class criteria attributes to see attributes for a specific class and then use class criteria track to track the recent
values for the class 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which method does PacketShaper use to create child classes for Oracle databases? 

A. Individually for each published application 

B. Individually by encoding name 

C. Once, for all Oracle traffic running on the subnet 

D. Individually for each database that is discovered 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Which statement accurately describes the Transaction Delay Distribution graph? 

A. Each time slot contains the number of transactions that are delayed within the specified number of minutes 

B. The transaction delays ate categorized in one of fourteen transaction -time buckets, with the median delay indicated
on the bottom of the graph 

C. Fourteen colored lines track the total, network and server delays, so you can determine the source of any significant
delays 

D. The transaction delays are graphed on one of three colored lines, with the median delay indicated on the bottom of
the graph 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What statement accurately describes Folder classes and Default classes? 

A. Folder classes are used for exceptions, and Default classes are used to define how matches fortraffic flows are
found 

B. Folder classes are used for organization, and Default classes are used to catch unclassified traffic 

C. Folder classes and Default classes always share the same parent classes 

D. Folder classes are used to catch unclassified traffic, and Default classes are used for organization 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two (2) tasks does response time measurement (RTM) allow an administrator to perform? (Select two) 

A. Measure the quality of users\\' network experience 

B. Examine host, performance and CPU statistics 

C. Measure the quality of packet exchange times 

D. Measure the number of times traffic flows match a class 

E. Examine performance statistics and performance graphs 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 7

Two classes need to be created; a Citrix class that matches traffic by client name, an HTTP class that matches traffic by
user-agent had URL. Which command helps determine the matching rules? 

A. class criteria 

B. traffic history 

C. class capture-IDs 

D. traffic flow 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 8

What condition would signal an administrator to track class response time? 

A. When the associated traffic is UDP and conforms to recognized transaction behavior 

B. When a network is unreliable or unstable more than 50% of the time 

C. When network retransmission rates are close to zero 

D. When the associated traffic is TCP and conforms to recognized transaction behavior 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Which statement accurately describes the PacketShaper measurement engine? 

A. It collects histogram data that can be backed up to the PacketShaper 

B. Its data is stored in tab-delimited lists 

C. It collects histogram data that can be exported to a die 

D. It Is a background process that collects traffic tree data 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 10

Which PacketShaper parameter could an administrator apply to the Folder class? 

A. Policy 

B. Partition 

C. Outbound/Default classification 

D. Matching rule 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit. 

Which attribute is use to create a class that matches web traffic from all subdomains within CNN\\'s website? 

A. *.CNN.com in the Criterion field for the Host DNS name or IP Address 

B. http://VCNN.coni in the Criterion field for the URL 

C. *.CNN.com m the Name field under the inside column 
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D. http://\\'.CNN.com in the Name field under the outside column 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 12

In some instances, there may be more flows than can be satisfied with the available bandwidth. Which graph identifies
this situation in PacketShapet? 

A. The Guaranteed Rate failures graph 

B. The Partition Utilization graph 

C. Automatic calculation, with no graph visible 

D. The Network Efficiency graph 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Traffic from a single internal server contains bandwidth peaking at 750K and averaging at 350K during 

sessions. 

What information would an administrate utilize to determine the rates to specify in a guaranteed rate policy 

for the traffic class? 

A. Output from the setup show command to determine the PacketShaper\\'s configuration limits 

B. An ASCII fie saved in the 9.256/cmd directory 

C. Output from the traffic flow command to see how many concurrent flows of a specific type are present 

D. Output from the ver ver command, which is divided into non-sharable and sharable settings 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 14

A patent class has an inside IP address range. Its child class has an outside IP address range Afferent from the parent
class\\' range. Which action would establish the matching rule for the child class? 

A. Do nothing, because the child class inherits the parent class\\' Outside IP range automatically 
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B. Enter a single IP address in dotted decimal notation for the parent and child classes 

C. Specify the parent class\\' Outside IP range m the child class\\' matching rule 

D. Specify a subnet mask to mask off network address bits 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Which method does Symantec recommend be used when a host is consuming more than 90% of a link\\'s bandwidth? 

A. Create an adaptive response agent based on the high bandwidth host agent template with the appropriate
thresholds 

B. Create an adaptive response agent based on the peak-bps-link agent template with the appropriate thresholds 

C. Define a new event that checks whether the peak-bps-link measurement variable is more than 90% of the link size 

D. Define a new event that checks whether the avg bps-link measurement variable is more than 90% of 

the link size 

Correct Answer: B  
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